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All living cells crawl, contract, or otherwise move and change shape. Our goal
is to understand the molecular mechanisms by which these motions occur,
with particular emphasis on disease-causing parasites. We examine the
mechanics of these processes at the level of individual molecules using laser
traps, fluorescence microscopy, and both reconstituted and living systems.
These allow us to better define the molecular underpinnings of many cell
movements, and along with them many diseases. We are also engaged in
finding engineering approaches to preventing the spread of infectious
diseases, and to better educating the next generation of biomedical engineers
to address these and other emerging problems.

“Working to understand cell
movement, prevent the spread of
infectious diseases, and improve
engineering education.”

Understanding the mechanisms by which cells move
Molecular motors are single molecules whose primary function is to convert chemical
energy to mechanical work. One of the most interesting questions is how these motors
function and are regulated in the complex cytoplasmic milieu. We combine single-cell
models with our single single-molecule techniques to study these motors in living cells. Of
particular interest to us is the movement of intracellular, disease-causing parasites,
including the causative agents of toxoplasmosis, cryptosporidiosis, and malaria. These
pathogens move between human cells and invade those cells by pushing molecules along
their cell membranes, gaining traction rather like a tank. We probe the force generated at
the “treads” using a laser trap transducer – the real-world manifestation of the “tractor
beam” of Star Trek and Star Wars fame. From this we learn how much force the molecular
motors are capable of generating inside these cells, in which direction they pull, and how
they are triggered to do so. These experiments are creating first-of-their-kind data on how
these pathogens invade human cells.
Understanding and preventing the spread of infectious diseases
Drug resistant bacteria live in the drainpipes of hospital sinks, putting them in close
proximity to vulnerable patients. In collaboration with clinicians at UVa we engineered an
automated “sink lab” to study how these pathogens can make their way from wastewater
to patients. We learned that bacteria first colonize the P-traps of the sink. From there, the
colonies grow upwards at the rate of roughly one inch per day until they reach the sink
bowl. Finally, activating the faucet splatters them onto surrounding counters where they
are sometimes picked up by the patients. Now that we better understand the spread of
these pathogens, we are working to engineer means to defeat that spread.
Improving education through innovation and research
An effective classroom is not only a place of learning, but a place of innovation. Good
teachers are always finding new ways of helping students learn, partly through trial, error,
and intuition, partly by learning from published educational research, and partly by
conducting educational research ourselves on any and all interventions that we attempt. We
specifically innovate in the field of engineering design education by focusing on the
development of fundamental skills rather than providing a traditional project-based
experience. We are also investigating the effects of these and other instructional
interventions on non-traditional metrics of student learning – things like creativity, selfefficacy, and engineering self-identity. These are important qualities for engineers to
possess, yet seldom measured or specifically targeted in classroom instruction.

RECENT RESEARCH DEVELOPMENTS

•

•

Our recently published work shows for the
first time how much force is generated by an
intracellular parasite as it moves, and how it
chooses what direction to go.
Our manuscript “Quantitative comparison of
algorithms for tracking single fluorescent
particles.” has been cited over 800 times.
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•
•

Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation,
“Equal Partners in Discovery”
National Institutes of Health, “The role of
lysine methylation in regulating the motility of
a human parasite.” with Indiana University,
Bloomington
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